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Why Dynabook?

Why Dynabook in Further & Higher Education?

At Dynabook, we’re proud of being a completely different kind of IT provider.
For over 140 years, we’ve built a deep culture of innovation, with over 30 years
dedicated to designing, engineering and developing business laptops.

Every college and university is different. That’s why we’ve developed such a varied
range of laptops, Ultrabooks™ and convertibles for education. With over 15 years
experience of providing mobile technology through the National Desktop and
Notebook Agreement (NDNA) via our approved reseller partners, we’ve got exactly
what you need to bring the best out of your students and staff.

Security
When you deal with sensitive information, you need a fleet that
keeps you protected, wherever you’re working. Dynabook laptops
are built to standards that will safeguard even the most
valuable data.

Dynabook’s recommended product range for further and higher education institutions enables you to quickly identify the right
products for your specific needs. With the support and feedback from IT leaders, teachers, students and education technologists,
Dynabook’s educational specialist team have selected a small number of devices best suited to support teaching and learning.
Our aim is to help you to choose the right device, to achieve the right learning outcomes, in the most cost-effective and time-efficient way.

Reliability
Your Dynabook laptop won’t let you down – guaranteed. Each
laptop undergoes a rigorous Highly Accelerated Life Test (H.A.L.T.),
carried out by independent test institute TÜV Rheinland to simulate
three years of usage. Our engineers have developed our premium
laptops using fewer internal parts, to dramatically reduce the
likelihood of breakdown.

Manageability
Choosing the right business device for each employee shouldn’t
eliminate your ability to manage the fleet. Dynabook laptops are
designed with common software, power accessories and docking,
to enable seamless connectivity, collaboration and control.
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Chosen by our
experts to fit your
educational needs.

Experienced local
partners and call
centres.

The NDNA provides
the most competitive
pricing for consortia
members, for all
Dynabook products.

Allows institutions to
carry out repairs on
your own kit both in
and out of warranty.

We offer tailored 3, 4 and 5
year warranties. Both pickupand-return and on-site
available.

Satellite Pro Range
dynabook Satellite Pro A40
The Satellite Pro A40 is designed to keep your data private,
wherever you are. Security features include Windows Hello
face authentication and our proprietary BIOS. Meeting
Microsoft’s stringent Secured-core PC requirements, the
A40 gives you peace of mind that you’re well-protected
against cyber threats.
Our engineering expertise has allowed us to build in
the full power 28W versions of the 11th Generation
Intel® Core™ i3 and i5 processors, with some models also
featuring Intel® Iris® Xe graphics. That power is matched
with fast SSD drives and up to 32GB of DDR4 RAM. Our
dual-fan cooling system also highlights Dynabook’s
engineering know-how: the system stays cool and quiet
even while working hard. Even so, its 53Wh battery delivers
up to 9.3 hours’ use on a charge*, and recharges to 40%
capacity in just 30 minutes.

dynabook Satellite Pro A50
The Satellite Pro A50 is ready to connect to your
peripherals, making it easy to plug in and work at the
office or home.

dynabook Satellite Pro:
All Round Productivity
Choose from a wide range of reliable
devices, with screen sizes from 14” to 15.6”.
Designed to cope with every educational
situation, each Satellite Pro model provides
power, reliability and easy-to-use controls.

Its 11th Gen Intel® Core™ i3 and i5 Processor (up to Iris®
Xe graphics), help to speed you through your tasks and
the 15.6” fold-flat IPS non glare display gives you all-day
productivity and all the ports you’ll need.
The stylish, robust chassis tested to MIL STD 810H
standards, with an antibacterial Mystic Blue paint finish and
distinctive wave detail on the lid.

dynabook Satellite Pro C40
Offering all the tools you need for a productive work or
study day, yet effortlessly portable and budget-friendly.
Multitasking is made easy thanks to the latest generations
of Intel® processors, up to 16GB of super-fast DDR4
RAM and SSD storage, while the latest USB Type-C™
port provides one-click connection to your most-used
peripherals.
The complete toolkit for the budget-conscious
professional or student. Ultra-portable and designed to
look the part, this 14” laptop is ready to power you through
the most demanding of days. Armed with the latest
Intel® processors, up to 16GB of DDR4 RAM and rapid SSD
storage, plus USB Type-C™ for simple and fast connectivity
and take it anywhere in confidence, with a 1.55kg slimline
form factor and battery life of up to 15.5 hours*.

dynabook Satellite Pro C50
With multiple configurations, the Satellite Pro C50 is all set
to help you be more productive.
From its premium components, to its solid build, you
can depend on the laptop to support your work day in,
day out. With multiple configurations, it offers the latest
generations of Intel® processors plus a USB Type-C™ slot
that offers Display Port and Power Delivery via a single
cable, so you can maximise connectivity, and minimise
cable clutter.

dynabook Portégé X30W
Our ‘always on’ reality can be overwhelming. You need
to connect and create, and you need to do it right now.
You need a sidekick – and the Portégé X30W stands
ready. Engineered to exceed Intel®’s exacting new Evo™
classification, this 360º convertible 13.3” laptop puts the
complete toolset at your fingertips.
It’s a slim, light, 13.3” convertible laptop that delivers every
tool you need, empowering unfettered productivity,
creativity and collaboration.
Equipped with the latest generations of Intel® processors
and Intel® Xe™graphics, it has a 16-hour battery life and
Instant Wake capability.
Maintain fast connectivity, thanks to the Intel® 802.11ax
(WiFi 6) and Thunderbolt 4-enabled USB Type-C™ ports,
plus premium audio and video.

Ultra Portable:
Best for Mobile Working
Ultra-mobile PCs with powerful Intel®
processors. Light, efficient and reliable
enough to complete any task, no matter
your location.

dynabook Portégé X40
The Tecra X40 is a blend of innovative business features
with mobility, style and robustness, allowing for
uncompromising productivity throughout the
working day.
Combining everything within a sleek, mobile and robust
design, it’s elegantly engineered to help you power
through every working day.

Mobile Range
dynabook Portégé X30L
Lighter than light, stronger than strong, the dynabook
Portégé X30L is an ultra-lightweight 13.3” laptop
specifically crafted to bring the latest technology to onthe-go workers.
It’s light and robust, thanks to its precision engineered full
magnesium chassis - demanding MIL-STD 810G testing!
It’s easy to transport and will keep productivity high,
in every environment.
Stay connected with a wide set of built-in ports, including
the versatile USB Type-C, two USB 3.0, HDMI, Gigabit LAN,
SD card reader and optional USB-C dock. It’s fast, reliable,
wired and wireless network connectivity keeps you
productive, wherever you are.

With the latest Intel® processors and new S-Type cooling
technology, the Tecra X40 helps you create and react faster
than ever – even when you’re multitasking. You won’t even
have to stop to plug in, thanks to its battery life of up to 13
hours* and with optional mobile broadband including LTE,
you can stay connected even when you’re on the move.

Business Range
dynabook Tecra A30
Discover the 33.8 cm (13.3”) Portégé A30 – the ultramobile, ultra-secure PC that makes you more productive
on the move, designed and engineered in-house at
Dynabook to deliver maximum processing power in an
ultra-thin, robust and light form factor.
With the latest Intel® processor and SSD hard drive, this
device is built to run even the most demanding programs
and multitask efficiently with DDR4 RAM,
that’s expandable to 24 GB.
It boasts an extensive range of connectivity options, from
a Gigabit-LAN port to Intel® Dual Band Wireless-AC 8265
2X2 WIFI Antenna and everything in between, giving fast,
reliable network connections in the office, at home or
on the go.
It’s built-in data protection includes unique in-house BIOS
for maximum security, plus TPM, biometric login and a
wide range of optional authentication features to ensure
data doesn’t fall into the wrong hands.

dynabook Tecra A40

Getting the Job Done:
Built to Perform

Designed to tick the box for modern workers and IT
managers alike, this stylish 14” notebook packs enterprisegrade security and management technology.
Flexible workforce or secure workforce? With the Tecra
A40, you get both. It protects users against data, device
and identity threats thanks to Dynabook’s proprietary
BIOS, dTPM 2.0, an optional smartcard slot, and enterprisegrade encryption, plus Windows Hello fingerprint and face
authentication. It even meets Microsoft’s Secured-core PC
requirements. Meanwhile, manageability is to the fore –
whether the Tecra A40 is in the office or remote.

As our most comprehensive and varied
range ever, the Dynabook business line up
has the ideal device for everyone in
your organisation.

dynabook Tecra A50
Flexible workforce or secure workforce? With the Tecra A50,
you get both.
It protects users against data, device and identity threats
with Dynabook’s proprietary BIOS, dTPM 2.0, optional
smartcard slot and enterprise-grade encryption, plus
Windows Hello fingerprint and face authentication.
It even meets Microsoft’s Secured-core PC requirements.
Meanwhile, manageability is to the fore – whether the
Tecra A50 is in the office or remote. With so much shared
DNA between the A50 and its 14” sibling the Tecra A40,
mixed fleets can be managed easily.
In the office or on the move, it helps get work done - fast.

Options
AC Adapter USB Type-C
Additional Power Supply
PX5279K-1AC3
Dynabook USB TYPE-C Universal DOCK PA5356E-1PRP
Dynabook Universal USB Type-C Dock (UK&EU) 65W, 2 x USB Type-C, 4 x USB 3.1,
HDMI, DP, VGA, LAN, Audio, SD Card, 1m Cable, Supports triple display

USB Type-C to HDMI Dongle
TOSHIBA USB Type-C to HDMI Dongle
(Compatible with Portégé X20W, X30T, X30, X40, A50-EC)

USB Type-C to USB/VGA/HDMI/LAN Dongle - Travel adapter
TOSHIBA USB Type-C to HDMI/VGA/LAN/USB Dongle
(Travel Adapter) - Comes with a 30cm cable

USB Type-C to VGA/
LAN Adapter Dongle

Why Dynabook?

TOSHIBA USB Type-C to VGA/LAN Dongle

Wacom Active Stylus Pen
Spare Pen
PA5319U-1PEN

As the landscape shifts, staff and students alike
rely on their learning institution to provide
modern technology that helps them thrive.

Dynabook Premium
Notebook Stand
Able to hold laptops up to 17

Meanwhile, budgets are strained, with IT
resources having to stretch further.
Dynabook USB-C (45W)
and USB-A Car Charger
For professionals frequently on the road

Laptop Cases & Sleeves
Also Available
Visit uk.dynabook.com/accessories for more details

Education organisations are facing a fastchanging digital world, having to adapt to new
ways of flexible working and learning.

With Dynabook, you can meet today’s flexible learning demands
with affordable technology that delivers sleek design, heavyweight
performance and seamless portability.
Working with Dynabook means choosing a partner with a track
record of industry firsts. When you’ve been working in this industry
as long as we have, you can trust our expertise, dedication and
ability to innovate. We’re constantly evolving to meet industry
demands, so whatever the future holds for education, you’re in
safe hands with Dynabook.
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